The most flexible OPTION in breath testing.
From the industry-leading SCRAM Systems® line
of alcohol and location monitoring solutions.

SCRAM Continuous Alcohol Monitoring®
Continuous Alcohol Monitoring (CAM), or combined
CAM + House Arrest, at the flip of a switch. It’s 24/7
monitoring for your higher-risk/higher-need alcohol clients.

SCRAM Remote Breath®
The first and only handheld, wireless, portable
breath alcohol device with automated facial
recognition and GPS with every type of test.
For your lower-risk clients or those who need or
have earned less intensive monitoring.
SCRAM GPS™
A one-piece Global Positioning System that combines
superior location monitoring accuracy and 2-way
offender communication with an industry-leading strap
design that virtually eliminates false alerts. SCRAM
Systems offers GPS solutions on all cellular networks to
provide comprehensive location monitoring options.

“

SCRAM House Arrest®
Standalone house arrest monitoring built to work with
today’s home communications systems. Operates over
home Internet routers, standard or digital phone lines,
DSL, Vonage®, or an optional SCRAM-provided
wireless system.

SCRAM Remote Breath delivers exactly the solution our
courts and agencies have asked for to create flexible
monitoring options for every alcohol client.”

SCRAM Systems Program Management Center™
The SCRAMNET® secure web application is the core of
the Project Management Center (PMC), which brings
together everything from monitoring of our entire
product line to our best-in-industry court support
program, 24/7 customer support, mobile applications,
offender compliance analytics, and beyond.

— Nancy Cladis

Director, Ada County Monitoring Services

SCRAM Systems: OPTIONS in Alcohol Monitoring
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Alcohol Dependence
and Addiction

Alcohol Misuse

• 1st time DUI
• Public order offenses
• Low BAC at time

• Repeat/Hardcore
Drunk Drivers

• Domestic Violence
• High BAC at time

of arrest

• Earns reduced

monitoring through
program compliance

of arrest

SCRAM Remote Breath

• Requires more

intensive monitoring
after a violation

SCRAM Continuous Alcohol Monitoring
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Automated Facial Intelligence™ (AFI™)

FEATURES

• Automated Facial Intelligence
• Device-initiated testing—

• Government security grade FACIAL RECOGNITION
software—not just photos

automatically turns on and
prompts clients for scheduled
and on-demand tests

• Intelligent bio confirmation system and automated
matching—reduces manual review of photos by 90–95%

• STORE & FORWARD, up to

• High-resolution images—clear photos of the 5–10% you

48,000 test results

do review

• GPS location with taken and
missed tests

• Scalable & Manageable—significant reductions in the staff

• One-piece, handheld, cellular
• Industry-validated fuel cell
• Rugged, built for corrections
• Optional reminders and

time required to confirm identities

• Real-time notifications with automated, simultaneous
client verification

notifications to client’s cell phone

• Random, scheduled, and
on-demand testing

BENEFITS

Passed BrAC
FAILED Identification

• Immediate notification of both
BrAC and positive client ID

• On-board, automated testing

prompts and client notifications
ensure clients always know when
it is time to test

• Stores test results when out of

cell coverage and forwards them
when service is reacquired, so
you’ll never lose test data

• GPS locations provide more

supervision data, especially on
missed tests

• Flexible testing schedules—
multiple options for both
agencies and clients

• Integrates with SCRAMNET—one

company, one logon, and one
integrated system for every client

• Portable, easy to carry, easy to use
• Industry-leading Product Training

AFI caught mismatch on photos.
Client admitted to having cousin
take his scheduled test while he
was drinking.

and 24/7 Customer Support

• SCRAM Court Support

Follow us at:

www.eramonitoring.com

•

954-703-6033
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